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Friday, August 11 

We all arrived at around 6:00pm at the 4-H Center and reunited with everyone and to make it better, 
we started off with icebreaker. Later on, we watched the Mars Hill video to set the mood for what we 
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were about to do. We all got into small groups to review the Mars Hill review sheets and discussed the 
pros and cons of the workshop. We took each review into consideration to see what we could improve 
on in the next year. Thank you all for your thoughts and opinions!  

Saturday, August 12 

We began the day off early to do bonding activities that the 4-H Center workers had planned for us. We 
participated in outdoor activities that require us to work together and be able to not only be a leader 
but a follower at times. We can all agree that with this activity although we  may have different 
leadership styles, but when they are all being put together, it can create something we would not be 
able to do alone. Later on in the day, we talked about all of our plans for the district conferences. 
Colby led us in a powerpoint that showed us how to successfully create an engaging presentation for 
the workshop(s) we will be leading in the fall which helped us start on our own. During the evening, we 
packed letters to the schools in North Carolina to show what our association was about and the kind 
of workshops we hold and any upcoming events.  

Sunday, August 13 

As the retreat wraps up, we gather one last time to discuss any last minute miscellaneous things. We 
discussed whether or not the board should have a distinguishable shirt to let delegates know who we 
are if they need to know anything or have any questions during any of the workshops or conferences. 
We then divided up by districts and the state officers to talk about what we may have had planned for 
the future to give everyone an idea of what we were going to be working with.  

 

 

If you or your school would like to submit anything to put on the next newsletter to get any 
information out, or just to add anything relevant to NCASC, make sure to send it to my email 
(danielleejonees@gmail.com) and make sure to let others know about the newsletters! 

Snapchat: @NCASC 

Instagram: @NCASC 

Twitter: @NCASCNew 
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